Improved alcohol-fixed smears of fine-needle aspirates for cytology of breast and other palpable lesions.
The application of fine-needle aspiration cytology for the diagnosis of solid lesions is well-established. Its sensitivity as a diagnostic tool for both benign and malignant lesions can vary significantly, however, and depends on the quality of the smears submitted. In particular, air-drying artifact can render wet alcohol-fixed smears unsatisfactory for diagnosis. This study examines the basic cause of air-drying artifacts, which is directly related to the moisture of the aspirate that varies among tissues and specimens from any tumor type. A simple modification to the standard smearing technique incorporating precoated slides that introduces moisture into the aspirate is recommended. The technique is applicable to aspirates from all sites without compromising accepted diagnostic cytologic criteria, and offers excellent cytologic clarity with routine stains as well as being flexible enough for other investigative staining methods.